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When I spoke with Jesper Koll from J.P. Morgan Securities, one particular theme appeared in our conversation: Prime
minister Shinzo Abe is an important catalyst—but not necessarily the primary factor—for what is different this time in
Japan. Let’s start with Koll’s discussion of one of the largest Japanese companies, Hitachi. Koll: Hitachi
Corporation1 is Japan’s largest employer: 162 divisions, only ﬁve proﬁtable divisions at any point. The rest are losing
money or breaking even. This is a company that is the real thing with a stature like GE or Siemens. It has new
management that can spell ROE/ROA, and they put it on page 2 of their investor relations presentation. Their new
president was in line to be the CEO of Keidanren, Japan’s major business lobby. He wanted to raise Hitachi pay because
proﬁts were up 50%. But he also knew one day when proﬁts go down he would have to cut pay, so he wanted to
introduce the concept of pay for performance. The Keidanren said—in so many words—“No way. You are the devil
incarnate.” He then refused to become its president. He may not have fully implemented this pay for performance yet,
but this is an example that showcases the changing mindset of corporate Japan. Question: Why has Hitachi really
focused on ROE recently? Is it being encouraged by the new JPX-400 index that has a bias toward ROE, like
everyone discusses? Koll: I have been in Japan for 30 years. What has changed, what is different this time? The
savings/investment balance has turned to deﬁcit. One can debate the current account, but on a ﬂow basis the marginal
buyer has been foreigners over the last ﬁve years. In the debt markets, from Bank of Japan (BOJ) ﬂow of funds, a few
years ago foreigners owned 5% of Japanese government bonds (JGBs); now it is 8%. Foreigners were also the provider of
the marginal capital in equity and also in real estate. What does that have to do with Hitachi and ROE? If the marginal
buyer is a global saver or investment fund, global savers will demand global prices and standards. Will ROE go to parity
of the U.S. like 15%? It is a bit more complicated. But because of scarcity of capital and Japan now a debtor country, that
is a big stick on companies to focus on global standards. Question: What does this deﬁcit mean for the currency?
Koll: As investors, we ask what the implications are and where the adjustment is going to come from. The yen being a
structurally weak currency is the right bet to make. Question: Can Japan continue to have declining gross Domestic
Product (GDP) and increased profit? How much profits come from overseas operations? Koll: I have been trying for nine
months to discern exactly how much proﬁts come from global operations. If one takes out banks, real estate and
construction, on any factor model one might ﬁnd 75% to 80% of the earnings of Japanese companies are being
generated abroad. The profit margin differential even at 103-105 yen is very signiﬁcant for global businesses. Just look at
how corporate Japan behaves. Clearly they have been investing overseas. I don’t see an onshoring drive. In 2012, 80% of
capital expenditures went outside. Domestic component picked up recently but is still less than 30%. Domestic
businesses will see margin expansion because of industry consolidation. There is a capital shortage, but now also we
have a labor shortage. Five years ago, Japan universities produced 78,000 engineers, but now it is only 41,000. This is not
because Japanese kids are lazy. There are just no kids. Even companies like Toyota 2 are having trouble recruiting with
the best brand. Imagine other smaller companies. Question: Do you think Abe’s third arrow is off track? Koll: Let
me give you an analogy. What sports are Japanese good at? Synchronized swimming. There are a bunch of pretty legs
moving around. We don’t know what is going on, but somehow it is pleasant to watch. And women’s marathons;
Japanese are good at things where one is in it for the long run. This is the third arrow of structural reform. It is a
marathon pace of structural reform versus a sprinter pace. Question: Are there any of Abe's growth strategies that
people are missing? Koll: The most tangible beneﬁt is in the health care segment. Take stem cell research. If you are
an entrepreneur in stem cell research, you are doing it in Japan. This is not an ethics argument, but you can do anything
you want in this area here. On biosciences, research is happening here. The patent cliff for large pharmaceuticals rolled
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off. The Ministry of Finance wants to cut health care costs, and generic drug penetration, at present, is less than 20%.
That will be ramped up. We want to thank Jesper Koll for his always insightful commentary and note that this is just the
start of the conversation with him. For more insights from Mr. Koll and some of the other strategists and economists we
1Hitachi Corporation Holdings: WisdomTree Japan
spoke with in Japan, please see our full roundtable here.
Hedged Dividend Growth Index – 1.41%; WisdomTree Japan Dividend Index – 1.23%; WisdomTree Japan Hedged Tech,
Media and Telecom – 6.47%, as of 9/18/2014. 2Toyota Motor Corp holdings: WisdomTree Japan Hedged Capital
Goods Index – 9.54%; WisdomTree Japan Hedged Dividend Growth Index – 4.04%; WisdomTree Japan Dividend Index
– 5.19%, as of 9/18/2014.
Importan t Risks Re late d to th is Article

Investments focused in Japan are increasing the impact of events and developments associated with the region, which
can adversely affect performance. Investments in currency involve additional special risks, such as credit risk and interest
rate fluctuations. ALPS Distributors, Inc. is not affiliated with J.P. Morgan.
For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook
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Return on Equity (ROE) : Measures a corporation’s profitability by revealing how much profit a company generates with
the money shareholders have invested.
Return on assets (ROA) : Firm proﬁts (after accounting for all expenses) divided by the ﬁrm’s total assets. Higher
numbers indicate greater profits relative to the level of assets utilized to generate them.
JPX-Nikkei 400 : is composed common stocks whose main market is the TSE 1st section, 2nd section, Mothers or
JASDAQ market (in principle). The components are reviewed annually to keep the representativeness of the market. The
Annual Review shall be conducted at the end of August as follows.(1)1000 stocks are selected based on trading value in
the past 3 years and the market value on the selection base date (the end of June) of the Annual Review, (2)Each stock is
scored by 3-year average ROE, 3-year cumulative operating proﬁt and market value on the selection base date with the
weights on the each indicator 40%, 40%, 20% respectively, (3)400 stocks are selected by the ﬁnal ranking with the scores
calculated in (2) and qualitative factors from the perspectives of corporate governance and disclosure. In case of delisting
of the components due to a merger or bankruptcy etc, new stocks shall not be added in principle. When the Annual
Review is conducted, the number of components is back to 400, therefore the index is calculated with less than 400
components until then.
Current account : The difference between a nation’s total exports of goods, services and transfers, and its total imports
of them.
Flow of funds : A set of accounts that is used to follow the ﬂow of money within various sectors of an economy.
Speciﬁcally, the account analyzes economic data on borrowing, lending and investment throughout the economic
sectors.
Japanese Government Bond (JGB) : A bond issued by the government of Japan. The government pays interest on the
bond until the maturity date. At the maturity date, the full price of the bond is returned to the bondholder. Japanese
government bonds play a key role in the financial securities market in Japan.
Gross domestic product (GDP) : The sum total of all goods and services produced across an economy.
Profit margins : Net income divided by total sales. Higher values indicate a greater fraction of each dollar of sales being
left to the firm and its owners after expenses are accounted for.
Capital expenditures : Spending by a company typically made to enhance longer-term productive capacity.
Third arrow policies : The part of Japan’s Abenomics process of reform that is focused on structural changes intended to
promote economic growth.
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